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***Formerly THE DRAGON COIN***Free of the threat of Viktor Kaslow, William Barrow (aka Judas
Iscariot) is tantalizingly close to finally having the life he has dreamed of with Beatrice and Alistair. A
life blessed with youthful optimism and renewed companionshipâ€”things he once feared were
forever lost. But such optimism is short lived. An ancient menace far worse than Kaslow has
successfully tracked William and Roderick to Virginia, after hunting the pair for nearly five hundred
years. Hailing from the older kingdoms of Europe, this new threat once gained notoriety as the
cruelest tyrant in recorded history. Vlad Tepes. Better known as Vlad the Impaler, this ruthlessly
cruel immortal carries an unquenchable thirst for torture, slavery, and bloodlettingâ€”in addition to a
longstanding grudge against William and Roderick. Yet, vengeance is not what spurs the wicked
vampire to force this reunion. Instead, the lure of eternal youth and freedom from the sunâ€™s
blistering rays are what pull â€˜Draculâ€™ from his secluded island castle in the Adriatic Sea. The
vampireâ€™s lifeline to immortality is tied to a blood coinâ€”one that William is reluctant to pursue.
However, once faced with dire alternatives between long-standing friendships, the welfare of his
family, and the threat of bondage upon the entire world, there is no other choice. Find the Dragon
Coinâ€¦or pay the ultimate price.Acclaim for the novels of Aiden James:"The intense writing style of
Aiden James kept my eyes glued to the story and the pages seemed to fly by at warp speed.
...Twists, turns, and surprises pop up at random times to keep the reader off balance. It all blends
together to create one of the best stories I have read all year."--Detra Fitch, Huntress Reviews for
"The Devil's Paradise""Aiden James has written a deeply psychological, gripping tale that keeps the
readers hooked from page one."--Bookfinds review for "The Forgotten Eden""Aiden James writing
style flows very easily and I found that "Cades Cove" snowballed into a very gripping tale. Clearly
the strengths in the piece were as the spirit's interaction became prevalent with the family... The
Indian lore and ceremonies and the flashbacks to Allie Mae's (earthly) demise were very powerful. I
think those aspects separated the work from what we've seen before in horror and ghost
tales."--Evelyn Klebert, author of "A Ghost of a Chance" and "Dragonflies""Aiden James has a keen
eye for detail and an uncanny knack for scaring the hell out of me. We are watching a master at
work. "The Raven Mocker" is a nearly perfect thriller. Ghost stories don't get any better than
this."--J.R. Rain, Bestselling author of the "Vampire for Hire" series"As with the previous titles I have
read by this author, I found the author's writing style to be silky smooth and the main plot line to be
extremely creative. The fertile imagination of Aiden James definitely knows what today's readers
want to see in their stories."--Detra Fitch, Huntress Reviews for "The Vampires' Last Lover"
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Judas Iscariot, formerly William Barrow and Emmanuel Ortiz and other yet unrevealed names, is an
Immortal wandering the world in ways we could never imagine. He has lived centuries, soaking up
knowledge straight from the times themselves. He has amassed an awesome fortune, stored in
many places. Throughout the years he has met other immortals who have become good friends in
great times of danger and peace. He has also met other immortals who are out to skin him alive.
Aiden James' novel The Dragon Coin centers around one such immortal who has it out for Judas
and his friend Roderick Cooley. This immortal's name is known to nearly all of us. He plans a stake
for their future and is the most powerful vampire that has ever existed. Adding to the allure engulfing
our two friends is the power of illusion. Is what they are experiencing real or the crafted delusions of
a most powerful and vengeful enemy?Right from the start the reader knows our intrepid immortals
are stepping into something beyond them, for the moment. What I like about AidenJames is that his
heroes are heroes willing to face impossible odds, using their inner cunning and courage, doing the
best to save those they love. Personal sacrifice may be a last resort, but considered nonetheless.
The villains are classic: evil, manipulating, gloating and not above killing the innocent to inflict pain.
In the true vein of movies I grew up with, the action is fast, the dangers are heart-pounding, and the

tricks to defeat the villainous are breathless. In true movie fashion, you will laugh, cheer, and hold
your breath a spell. And yes, Judas will add another coin to his eternal collection to redeem himself.
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